
This Educational Kinesiology In-depth course addresses seven dimensions of intelligence as each 
relates to the whole brain/body system. 
 

The Seven Dimensions covered are:  

 Laterality—integrating communication between left and right sides of the brain and body 

 Centering— integrates organization of our physical reflexes as they relate to head (reason) and heart 

(emotion) 

 Focus integrates our focus and its connections to our muscles and tendons 

 Cranial Movement— integrates the cranial bones  

 Motivation—integrates and resolves emotions and attitudes 

 Breathing—integrates the respiratory and lymphatic systems 

 Body Regulators—integrations the regulation of stress hormones 
 

You will also learn many techniques that balance the In-depth Realms: 

 Structure/Movement  Realm—repatterning, movement re-education, and vision training procedures 

to restore body movement, posture, and visual skills at the pre-functional level 

 Emotional—reset the behavioural patterns that lie behind habitual movement responses 

 Personal Ecology –resets movement relationships within the larger context of the out environment or 

within the internal ecosystem of the body 

 Acu—resets electro-magnetic or meridian energy for more vitalized function 

 PLUS many more additions to your learning menu, more in-depth checks and more goal-setting skills  
 

In this course you will learn about dimension checks, educating within each dimension, and priority 

balancing.   

 DATE:   Mon 6 —Fri 10 January 2020 
  

 TIME:   9-30 am to 5-30 pm each day   

    To complete the course participants need to attend all sessions 
 

 COST   $950* (inc gst) includes the manual, all notes & materials and morning and 
    afternoon teas     *Repeaters $495 
 

 LOCATION  Lara (Geelong) (VIC, Australia) 

 PREREQUISITES  Brain Gym 101 
 

BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL  
Sending of this form is essential for enrolment.  A tax invoice and letter of confirmation details will follow.  

Cheques payable to ‘Claire Hocking’ or payment by internet banking and credit card/EFT available    
ABN 17 381 090 700  

    Educational Kinesiology In-Depth 

This certified 40 hour In-depth course in Educational Kinesiology is fully accredited by the Australian 
Kinesiology Association and the International Educational Kinesiology Foundation 

 

Presented by Barbara Wards - New Zealand Brain Gym Faculty Member 

EDU-K IN-DEPTH – REGISTRATION FORM   
6-10 Jan 2020 Lara 

 

NAME(S): ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

HOME ADDRESS:_______________________________________________________________________________ 

PHONE: ____________________________   MOBILE: __________________________________________________  

E-MAIL: (Please print clearly) ________________________________________________________________________ 

ORGANISATION /SCHOOL  (If applicable) ____________________________________________________________ 

ADDRESS: _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

PHONE: _________________________________  FAX: ________________________________________________ 
 

Please fax/post  this form to: Claire Hocking  Postal: 10 Greenleaf Drive, Lara, Vic 3212 
Email: claire@wholebrain.com.au           Ph:   (03) 5282 5985               Mobile:   0419 569 071   
ABN 17 381 090 700   


